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The	Report	

General	overview		

This report enFtled ‘Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons for the NaFonal Recovery and 

Resilience Plan - Recovery	 and	 resilience	 plan	 for	 Malta’ has received funds from the 

Cascading Grant Agreement (ETUC Project 2021-11). Its elaboraFon is based on data 

gathered from the survey, report, and naFonal training events consFtuFng Phase One of the 

Project, and also from observaFons and feedback collected during the Roundtable, an event 

forming part of Phase Two. Furthermore, the Recovery and Resilience RecommendaFons 

presented here are intended to tailor and miFgate the effects of the pandemic and the post-

pandemic period, and increase the role of social partners, and especially the trade union, in 

redefining and implemenFng the post-pandemic naFonal recovery plan. Emerging along 

with the different themes and recommendaFons, the other main and related concern of the 

Project was in addressing the parFcipaFon infrastructure for workers and their union 

representaFves, specifically collecFve bargaining and social dialogue.  

The Report is divided into five Parts. These map the second phase of the Project, i.e., the 

work related to the Roundtable for the elaboraFon of the Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons.  

Preceding Part One, the Report starts with a Prequel that summarises the first phase of the 

Plan, the Research. 

Following the Prequel, Part One introduces general and broad views shared during the 

Roundtable on advancing social dialogue and workers’ parFcipaFon in collecFve bargaining 

via increasing skills to support Maltese trade unionists in their acFviFes concerned with 

shaping naFonal recovery plans that deliver secure jobs with decent pay and condiFons. 

Part Two presents a number of relaFvely more specific themes structured in terms of 

quesFons set up to collect feedback addressing collecFve bargaining and social dialogue. 

The themes, presented on the contents page as quesFons, are hereunder structured as 

statements and divided into secFons:  

SecFon A: The problems hindering social dialogue and bargaining processes in Malta. 

SecFon B: Solving the exisFng problems in the company through social dialogue. 

SecFon C: The role of workers’ representaFves. 
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SecFon D: The role of employers’ representaFves. 

SecFon E: The prejudices to be tackled to engage in effecFve collecFve bargaining. 

SecFon F: The importance of engaging workers in co-decision-making. 

SecFon G: Co-decision-making’s impact on the workers’ situaFon. 

Part Three presents a discussion on concrete, real-life examples of what might be 

interpreted as success stories advancing social dialogue and collecFve bargaining via 

capacity building in the post-pandemic phase.  

Part Four reflects on the conFnental scenario. It discusses European good pracFces in the 

conduct of collecFve bargaining and social dialogue, including the involvement of trade 

unions in the development and implementaFon of naFonal post-pandemic recovery plans. 

These are contextualised in concrete realiFes that assist to determine setbacks and pi`alls 

faced. This contextualisaFon is essenFal in order to consider the challenges and methods of 

transferring ‘models’ of best pracFces to Malta. 

Part Five suggests a series of recommendaFons. These are recommendaFons for trade 

unions, workers, and policymakers drawing on the research and analysis phases but also on 

face-to-face meeFngs with worker and employer representaFves complemenFng the work 

prepared for the Roundtable.  

An Annex concludes the Report. It contains the official documents recording the Roundtable 

acFviFes (minutes, etc.). 

This drab version of the Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons report was fine-tuned following 

feedback from parFcipants during the Online Peer-learning Seminar and, drawing on the 

recommendaFons, the final version has been finalised and is presented here. 
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Prequel	

The	research.	A	summary.		

The first phase of the Cascading Grant Agreement (ETUC Project 2021-11), Trade	Unions	for	

a	 Fair	 Recovery, consisted of research and analysis, specifically analysing the impact of 

COVID-19 on women, youth, people with disabiliFes (PWDs) and atypical workers. The 

research and analysis were delivered through evidence-based data collecFon, focus-group 

meeFngs, in-depth interviews, and a survey. It consisted of surveys and focus groups, and 

the drabing of the report COVID-19	 Impact	 on	 employment	 condi3ons	 for	women,	 youth,	

people	with	disabili3es,	and	atypical	workers.  This included recommendaFons derived from 1

experiences reflecFng the negaFve consequences of COVID-19. These recommendaFons are 

integrated into the rest of the present report. 

The research and analysis acFvity focused on analysing the impact of COVID-19 on women, 

youth, PWDs and atypical workers in Malta with an emphasis on telework, short-term 

working schemes, new forms of work organisaFon, and how these affected their daily lives. 

This phase was seminal because, although there were many studies devoted to analysing the 

impact of COVID-19 on workers in general, there was no data and research on the effect of 

COVID-19 on women, PWDs, youth and atypical workers in Malta. Unfortunately, in a 

situaFon of permanent crisis, Covid-19 and other crises preceding and following the 

pandemic have exacerbated inequality and ‘precarity’.  The presence of the ‘working poor’, 2

amongst others, was confirmed and consolidated, and the pandemic period was also 

 M. Debono & C. Garzia (2022).Covid-19	 Impact	on	the	Employment	Condi3ons	of	Women,	Youth,	1

People	with	Disabili3es,	and	Atypical	Workers. September 2022. The report aimed to highlight the 
empirical data gathered through focus group, survey, and in-depth interview methodology carried 
out between April and September 2022. Retrieved March 22, 2023 from hips://gwu.org.mt/wp-
content/uploads/2022/09/Report-%E2%80%93-COVID-19-Impact-on-Employment-CondiFons-1.pdf.

 On subjecFve definiFons of precarious work, see, M. Debono & V. Marmarà (2017). ‘Perceived 2

precarious employment in Malta’. In, E-Journal	 of	 Interna3onal	 and	 Compara3ve	 Labour	 Studies, 
6(2), 1-21. The Malta Employers’ AssociaFon commented how interpretaFon of precarious work, 
“resembles many fuzzy pictures of UFO sighFngs”. In, The	 State	 of	 Social	 Dialogue	 &	 Industrial	

Rela3ons	 in	 Malta.	 March 2015.  DefiniFons were already undertaken in, G. Standing (2013). 
Defining	 the	precariat.	A	class	 in	 the	making	 (19th April). Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
w w w . e u r o z i n e . c o m / d e fi n i n g - t h e - p r e c a r i a t /
#:~:text=There%20are%20two%20ways%20of,it%20or%20not%20in%20it.&text=In%20this%20spirit
%2C%20the%20precariat,a%20related%20noun%20%E2%80%9Cproletariat%E2%80%9D. 
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characterised by the increasing presence of delivery persons observed as presenFng “a new 

modern-day slavery”, a “new form of precarious employment.”  3

Research and analysis produced data that could assist in beier defining experiences of work 

during the pandemic. The outcomes of the research and analysis were integrated in the 

agenda and discussed during the Roundtable. 

On the naFonal scale, crisis management strategies to confront the pandemic in the 

different work sectors were broadly similar. The similarity refers to workplace health and 

safety condiFons. Nonetheless, whilst sectors shared common challenges, they also had 

their specific hurdles. To summarise, one could argue the Covid-19 experiences have 

produced the good, the bad, and the ugly. Understood within the condiFons imposed by the 

pandemic, and based on worker feedback, the ‘good’ refers to those sectors that could 

rapidly transfer workloads online and carry them out at home. The ‘bad’ refers to sectors 

such as manufacturing and import-based producFon in which workers feared having to face 

the axe as the principal nodes of the economic sector were being endangered including, not 

least, value supply chain distribuFon networks. The ‘ugly’ refers to the workers (not least, 

those employed in the sectors just menFoned) who faced unemployment or else 

deterioraFng work/income condiFons prospects unless they received emergency state 

assistance not forthcoming from their employers. These formed part of those categories hit 

hardest by the pandemic’s worsening condiFons which indicated how the pandemic not only 

exposed economic power hierarchies, and specifically health inequality and injusFce, it also 

began to criFcally widen the dispariFes. Along with these categories, were the essenFal and 

frontline workers who were directly exposed to the most threatening pandemic situaFons. 

The following is a brief summary of the main findings from the Debono & Garzia (2022) 

Report, organised in (a) general terms, and (b) in terms of the specific worker categories 

addressed, i.e., women, youth, PWDs and atypical workers.  

(a) Approximately two and a half years aber the pandemic was officially declared, labour 

market recovery in Malta was posiFve and had returned to pre-pandemic levels. Beyond the 

quanFtaFve asserFon of a recovery and return to pre-pandemic ‘normality’ in employment 

numbers, the qualitaFve feedback projected a more nuanced situaFon. During the 

 Working poor presence and quotes from GWU (2023). Pre	Budget	2023	Proposals. Retrieved March 3

22, 2023, from hips://cdn.newsbook.com.mt/wp-content/uploads/2022/10/21161626/Pre-Budget-
Proposals-2023-Final.pdf.
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pandemic, many employers had provided all the necessary work-related support their 

workers required. This is not difficult to understand. It meant provision of training, 

equipment, and protecFon procedures. At the same Fme, employers pushed to raise 

producFvity. Debono & Garzia (2022) also menFoned lost career opportuniFes and post-

pandemic increased workloads, not least because of backlog and work schedule changes. 

These led to increased stress levels. Workers were in a difficult state forced to regain and 

consolidate job stability. 

Paradoxically, those sectors which, as menFoned above, fell within the relaFvely ‘good’ 

condiFons of work in spite of the pandemic were, two and a half years later and as 

menFoned above, suffering increasing workloads and associated adapFng-to-recovery 

condiFons. We have termed this category as ‘good’ and this must be understood in relaFve 

terms. Having transferred work online, and at home, had led to lack of privacy and trust, 

increased surveillance, difficult-to-disconnect situaFons, etc., experiences already familiar in 

certain workplaces in pre-pandemic Fmes (banking, accountancy, etc.). This was another 

confirmaFon of the fine line that separated work from private life.  Such negaFve 

experiences were strongly reconfirmed during the Roundtable where it was claimed that 

although workers were working at home and not directly on the frontline, some sFll had to 

deal with clients and management from their homes and this type of work was even more 

stressful during the pandemic. Thus, a parFcipant in one government department related 

how decisions were sFll being taken by management and besides, adding further to the 

alienaFng state, workers working at home were kept ‘in limbo’ or merely informed.  

(b) In terms of specific categories of disadvantaged workers – women, youth, PWDs and 

atypical –, their employment situaFon worsened during Covid-19.  

Debono & Garzia (2022) reported that amongst the disadvantaged groups, female 

parFcipants had significantly higher levels of job security during the pandemic. This was 

especially the case with mothers and was the result of different factors including not having 

the opFon to freely consider leaving their job because of the pandemic and caring for 

others. Women were more likely to work from home when compared to men. As the 

authors warn, “almost all parFcipants in this study were trade union members, thus enjoying 

a certain level of protecFon irrespecFve of their gender” and also, the “higher concentraFon 

of women in essenFal services (such as healthcare) and services that were least disturbed by 

the pandemic (such as finance)” (ibid., p.45). 
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Younger persons were less saFsfied with working condiFons than older workers and 

consFtuted one of the highest job mobility groups throughout the pandemic. They suffered 

a higher reducFon of working hours. Reasons given by the employers for this were their 

relaFvely limited experiences and higher needs of supervision. Conversely, the research 

showed that young workers were those predicFng least negaFve effects of Covid-19 on their 

future work.  

PWDs experienced increased work-related stress levels during the pandemic especially in 

dealing with clients. This group denounced inadequate health and safety training as well as 

support from workmates. In spite of physical health worries and the presage of negaFve 

effects on their future career prospects, they did not think about leaving their job during the 

pandemic.  

Atypical workers were less likely to have worked from home during the pandemic and this 

explains the posiFve observaFon reported above that this category was provided with 

health and safety measures at work as well as enough equipment and procedures for 

personal protecFon. Proper and adequate managerial communicaFons on issues relaFng to 

Covid-19 were higher with this category as it was with all those working outside their 

homes.    4

Job instability, confirming this as a defining factor of this group of disadvantaged workers, 

was overall highest. An experience characterising these categories was transport to work 

during the pandemic. Many in the specific worker categories menFoned above had to travel 

by public transport where social distancing was pracFcally impossible.  One keeps in mind 

that cultural, entertainment and sport events were closed for health precauFons whereas 

the workplaces of the disadvantaged groups under observaFon were kept open and they 

carried on with their work.  

 “The most emerging issue” raised during a Malta Council for Economic and Social Development – 4

the main naFon-wide social dialogue forum – meeFng dated  June 1, 2020 was “the need of flexible 
working as a tool to be used appropriately to the needs of the future of work”, a response to the 
“trend of non-standard forms of employment”, and expressing flexibility in terms of, “temporary 
employment; part-Fme and on-call work; temporary agency work and other mulF-party employment 
relaFonships; disguised employment and dependent self-employment.” Retrieved March 22, 2023, 
from hips://mcesd.org.mt/mcesd-hosts-meeFng-for-social-partners-on-future-of-work/. The 
brainstorming event discussed basic protecFon of the worker; minimum wage, social security and 
sick leave; freedom of associaFon; rights to collecFve bargaining; and revision of labour laws re- 
enhanced manoeuvrability under force majeure or extreme circumstances.
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One final menFon refers to migrant workers. Given the negaFve hype on social media, it was 

to be expected to observe relaFvely increased fricFon between some Maltese and foreign 

workers, especially third country naFonals (TNCs). Already anFcipated by the populist 

discourse heralding wage dumping and racist slurs, foreign workers especially those suffering 

from the precarity of work and residence, were accused of a high level of infecFon risks, and 

also side-stepping Covid-19 safety measures.  5

 The inserFon of women in the labour market, lured by the provision of free child care, has been 5

considered one successful page in Malta’s post-2014 labour market policies. However, even this did 
not compare to the increase of a foreign workforce that numbered more than a quarter of the total 
workforce in 2020. This “has been the largest contributor to the growth of Malta’s labour force and 
has contributed significantly to overall economic performance.” Fabri JP, Fenech G, Ellul J, Marmara 

V; (2020) Digital	 Malta,	 Digital	 transforma3on	 as	 a	 route	 to	 na3onal	 produc3vity	 and	
compe33veness.	 Na3onal	 Produc3vity	 Report	 2021. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
naFonalproducFvityboard.gov.mt/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/NaFonal-ProducFvity-
Report-2021.pdf. The non-EU cohort was the fastest growing and by September 2020 outnumbered 
EU naFonals.
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Part	One	

Introduc0on	

Following the research phase, the central acFvity of the second phase of the project 

consisted of the Roundtable for the elaboraFon of the Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons for 

the NaFonal Recovery and Resilience Plan (NRRP) – “Recovery and resilience plan for Malta”. 

It was held on 18th November 2022. 

The main purpose of the Roundtable was to integrate the first phase research and discussion 

of COVID-19 and its effects on the employment of women, youth, PWDs and atypical 

workers – where ‘resilience’ was relaFvely more highlighted – with the main focus of Phase 

Two, i.e., workers’ contribuFon to and parFcipaFon in collecFve bargaining and social 

dialogue.  6

The parFcipants who aiended the Roundtable hailed from different sectors and so could 

discuss issues from a cross-sectoral perspecFve and assist in drabing recommendaFons on 

how to deal with newly emerging challenges by keeping in mind the lessons from 

disadvantaged workers’ resilience and worker parFcipaFon in collecFve bargaining and 

social dialogue. Overall, best pracFces and cross-sectoral recommendaFons to deal with the 

negaFve effects of COVID-19 on the world of work, skills for social dialogue and the 

construcFon of the right atmosphere for collecFve bargaining formed the agenda but the 

success of the event depended on the discussions that developed as parFcipants shared 

informaFon and engaged in peer learning. In the following secFon, the main underlying 

assumpFons of the Roundtable discussion are presented. 

 This report uses the term ‘worker’, and faithful to legal definiFon, considers this to share the same 6

meaning as ‘employee’ and even more emphaFcally as explained under Title II of Chapter 452: 
Employment and Industrial RelaFons Act (EIRA), it “means an employee who works or normally 
works or seeks to work - (a) under a contract of employment; or (b) under any contract (whether 
express or implied and, if express,  whether  oral  or  in  wriFng)  whereby  he undertakes to do or 
perform personally any work or services for another party to the contract who is not a professional 
client of his; or (c) in  employment  under  or  for  the  purposes  of  a department  of  Government,  
otherwise  than  as  a member of a disciplined force, in so far as any such employment does not fall 
within paragraph (a) or (b) of this definiFon, and in relaFon to a trade dispute to which an employer 
is a party, ‘worker’ includes any worker even if not employed by that employer.” Retrieved March 22, 
2023, from hips://legislaFon.mt/eli/cap/452/eng/pdf.
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a. AssumpFons 

Before presenFng the issues related to advancing workers’ parFcipaFon in social dialogue 

and collecFve bargaining, a brief introducFon to a number of assumpFons underlying the 

value-laden terms included in the wording of the Roundtable agenda remit will set the stage. 

It will be concerned with the central role of workers and the variegated nature of worker 

parFcipaFon. First, we start with the centrality of workers and then, in the following secFon, 

we discuss the parFcipaFon of workers. 

If one is forced to find a silver lining around the dark clouds of the Covid-19 crisis, this has to 

do with the centrality of workers. This idea was highlighted by the general and popular 

appreciaFon of workers who risked their health and that of their immediate relaFves so that 

economic acFvity and related social relaFons would not collapse en	toto. For the central role 

of workers, a set of three assumpFons are presented.  

The first basic assumpFon to be asserted is that workplaces, even the most automated, have 

workers or depend on worker contribuFon. For small, medium, or large workplaces, those 

technologically rich or relaFvely more dependent on a mass labour force, workers’ input is 

fundamental. 

A second basic assumpFon is that employers and workers might be transversally related in a 

specific workplace or related via a contract, but their fundamental status, interests and what 

they take away from their contribuFon to work are different and value-wise, unequal. 

A third and final basic assumpFon is that human beings are conscious agents who are able 

to keep significant levels of control over what they do. Employers and their representaFves 

know this and for them, to extract effort from the workers and keep the process running, 

might be problemaFc. Where labour effort is efficiently controlled, especially where this 

means the effort is reduced to units of simple and repeated behaviour, work-related 

difficulFes arising are solved by others – the managerial cadres. This approach will jusFfy 

verFcal and hierarchical structures at work. Notwithstanding, there are situaFons where 

decisions can be taken by appropriately trained and experienced workers and, in this case, 

managerial pre-empFon makes workers feel increasingly alienated. If one agrees that work 

organisaFons socialise the workforce, one understands how such negaFve social relaFons 

may be and are generalised outside the workplace. Consequently, it is important for broader 
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society that workplace hierarchical structures and alienaFng condiFons at work are 

transformed and democraFsed. 

ParFcipaFon or involvement of workers in unions and in social dialogue and collecFve 

bargaining needs to be contextualised within the framework of the above three 

assumpFons, i.e. the central role of workers; the disFncFve status of workers and 

employers; and the socialising effect of the workplace experience on conscious beings/

workers. In what follows, it is idenFfied more strictly with the Roundtable remit. 

b. Roundtable remit  

The remit for the Roundtable consisted in advancing workers’	par3cipa3on in social dialogue 

and collecFve bargaining via increasing skills	 to support Maltese trade unions in their 

acFviFes to shape naFonal recovery	 plans that deliver secure jobs with decent pay and 

condiFons [italics added]. The following explains the italicised key terms. 

i. Worker ParFcipaFon 

The remit has to do, as the text clarifies, with parFcipaFon. In fact, the Roundtable’s specific 

themes concerned, inter	alia, 

- problems and their soluFons; 

- the role of and what one would expect from workers and employers’ representaFves 

in this quest;  

- prejudices that complicate the process;  

- engaging workers in co-decision-making and how this affects the workers’ situaFon,  

and all were channelled towards qualifying worker parFcipaFon.  

When parFcipaFon is placed and tested in a context of work social relaFons, the difficulFes 

faced by women, youth, people with disabiliFes and atypical workers enlighten not only the 

impact of COVID-19 on their resilience but will also qualify the recommendaFons for trade 

unions and policymakers regarding worker parFcipaFon in general or lack of it. Besides the 

specific relaFon to a number of disadvantaged groups, worker parFcipaFon was also central 

during the Roundtable in the reference to good pracFces from other European contexts. 
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However, this faces the added difficulFes of how to concretely realise parFcipaFon measures 

following model transfer from one concrete reality to another. 

Having confirmed the Roundtable remit’s central interest in worker parFcipaFon, it is 

advisable to clarify, at least summarily, potenFal meanings of par3cipa3on. ParFcipaFon can 

refer to many things. What follows is a list of purported parFcipaFon cases each one 

accompanied by what are considered its criFcal limits.  

To start, parFcipaFon is someFmes associated and limited to simply geyng a ‘feeling’ of 

what is going on by siyng and passively understanding what somebody else – generally 

management or its representaFves – explains. This is an extremely weak version of 

parFcipaFon in which workers contribute nothing except through an intuiFve grasp, 

sympatheFc corroboraFon, or simple acceptance.  

OR,  

ParFcipaFon is someFmes associated with the experience of an employee in a family-owned 

and run SME who is told one should feel like a member of the family (in which the manager 

or owner is generally the patriarch). This is mere cultural dumping of family values aiributed 

to a workplace context as if the worker, contractually defined according to labour market 

regulaFon, is actually parFcipaFng as a member of a family, which in its different models 

remains instead a solid reproducFve unit for society.  

OR, 

ParFcipaFon can be understood, even if not approvingly by unions, as that associated with 

peripheral or fringe workers who, being relaFvely more fragmented, find it extremely 

difficult to even enrol in or be airacted to unions that can protect them from management, 

health, policy and other abuse.  

OR, 

Finally, parFcipaFon is becoming exclusively reduced to the presently hegemonic 

understanding of responding to managerial direcFves aiming for company efficiency where 

the goal is persuading workers to parFcipate in raising producFon and acquiring related 

techniques and skills. This is not the same as parFcipaFng in co-decision-making and its 

potenFal effects or rewards. Focus on firm level leads to the inability to see the wood for the 

trees. The contradicFon here is that, as a McKinsey Report spells out, without broader 
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policy-based acFon to strengthen demand, there are situaFons where worker parFcipaFon 

in efficiency-based producFvity growth leads to management, amongst others, to simply 

cuyng labour costs.   7

The understanding of parFcipaFon that was favourably menFoned was the one associated 

with ‘core’ workers in a firm. Their parFcipaFon includes consultaFon by management and 

consensus-based decision-making processes. Already boasFng job security, these core 

workers are granted special working condiFons in return for their commitment. It is these 

features of core workers that were highlighted during the Roundtable. Otherwise, in a 

context of combined core and peripheral workers, the former jusFfies special relaFons on 

their personal merit and by contrast relegate the relaFons involving the other peripheral 

members of the workforce to a relaFvely inferior status characterised by compliance and/or 

brawn.  

At this point, in order to discover where responsibiliFes for the choice of the mode of 

parFcipaFon rest, it becomes clear that one quesFon needs to be answered, ‘Who decides 

on such maiers?’ When decisions are made or taken, it is easier to point out who holds 

bargaining supremacy and how this reflects wealth and power imbalances in economic 

social relaFons, and consequently up to a certain extent, social dialogue. 

ii. NaFonal recovery plans 

Besides parFcipaFon, the remit of the Roundtable also referred to Recovery. The two are 

significantly associated. The discussion on parFcipaFon was contextualised in Fmes of crisis, 

or as anFcipated above, permanent crisis. One notes that each crisis was followed by some 

form of recovery, or at least, an agenda presented as such. So, iniFally what follows is a brief 

 Demand was fuelled by populaFon increase due to the growing numbers of foreign workers as well 7

as tourist presence pre- and post-pandemic. “Before the pandemic, producFvity growth had not 
always fully translated into broad-based growth in wages and consumpFon”, the McKinsey Report 
(2021) declares. Without “growth that drives jobs and incomes, they could lead to a widening gap 
between producFvity and median wage growth, rising unemployment or lowering employment. (...) 
AcceleraFng superstar effects could also lead to further rises in inequality, for instance if the labor 

share of income falls further.” McKinsey Global InsFtute (2021). Will	produc3vity	and	growth	return	
aYer	 the	 COVID-19	 crisis? March 30, 2021. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
www.mckinsey.com/industries/public-and-social-sector/our-insights/will-producFvity-and-growth-
return-aber-the-covid-19-crisis. ProfiFng from global unequal development may boost employment 
figures but the effects on wages and inequality sFll need to be addressed.
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descripFon of experiences during crises as related by members of disadvantaged worker 

categories already singled out who can qualify best the debilitaFng effects of such crises and 

the resilience required to face such hardship. Anyone developing or correcFng a recovery 

plan would do well to keep such experiences in mind. 

Malta’s Recovery and Resilience Plan (MRRP, 2021) presents a series of airacFve 

catchphrases such as ‘strong recovery’, ‘future ready’, ‘sustainable’, ‘resilient’, and so on.  8

More concretely, it consists of a projected set of 17 investment projects and 30 reforms 

addressing specific challenges affecFng the Maltese economy but principally focused on 

climate objecFves and the digital transiFon.  All reforms and investments, the Plan 

announces, have to be completed by August 2026.  

As far as employment is concerned, the MRRP is projected to provide 1,200 new jobs. The 

1,200 will be added, unless otherwise stated, to the pre-MRRP thousands of other jobs 

annually required. Furthermore, the ‘number’ of required workers in the Recovery and 

Resilience Plan is only half the picture. The following needs to be clarified. On one side, 

employers are interested in skilled labour more than simply their numbers whilst the unions 

single out how a strong percentage of new workers tends to be absorbed by private 

outsourcing employment, not unionised and suffering relaFvely poorer protecFon and 

remuneraFon. 

The digital transiFon addressed by the Plan concerns both public and private sectors. As far 

as workers are concerned, and they are not specifically highlighted unless for their idenFty 

and contribuFon as human resources, the Plan includes a projected €34 million investments 

for the digitalisaFon of public administraFon and public services to strengthen the 

government’s IT systems and enhance digital public services. This affects the workers both in 

employment and to be employed in the future. A further €15 million will be invested in the 

digitalisaFon of approximately 360 companies, mostly SMEs.  

Significantly, the MRRP refers to the adopFon of Malta’s Digital Strategy 2021-2027 and its 

ambiFous goals including one that aims to reduce the present digital divide relegaFng 

working class families with low income. The Roundtable, with its interest in disadvantaged 

groups of workers and their parFcipaFon or representaFon in collecFve bargaining and 

 Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://fondi.eu/wp-content/uploads/2023/01/Maltas-Recovery-8

Resiliance-Plan-July-2021.pdf 
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social dialogue, shares the urgency of social jusFce in post-pandemic society and in the 

workplace. This includes naFonal health and social protecFon, long-term and childhood care 

systems on one side, as well as employment, skills, health, and educaFon on the other. In 

general however, the MRRP narraFve deals with workers as a residual or marginal issue, 

responding and following up on what is to be done technologically and technically (i.e., 

capital and capital-enhancing).   9

iii. Social dialogue and collecFve bargaining 

The remit of the Roundtable emphasised collecFve bargaining and social dialogue, 

considered a mulF-level, mulF-actor issue.  In this, the poliFcal state generally appears to 10

stand out of the brawl. It is projected as a ‘neutral’ player within a framework acFvely 

occupied by employers and worker representaFves. DIER stands out as an excepFon. 

Ac3on	 Place	 Par3cipants

CollecFve bargaining Workplace/s BiparFte

Social dialogue NaFonal TriparFte 

 One can refer to inequaliFes further highlighted by the pandemic and hiyng the above-menFoned 9

groups. The idea of social jusFce was picked up in an EU mulF-insFtuFonal CommunicaFon on a 
sustainable growth strategy: “the need to create a fairer and more sustainable business environment 
and rethink working condiFons in many sectors”. The resilience of disadvantaged social groups is 
highlighted by the CommunicaFon which contextualises and points out how online services and e-
commerce are, ‘currently dominated by a few large players, with increasing market power and 
mobile tax bases, someFmes to the detriment of the ability of many smaller European companies to 
start-up and scale up across the Single Market … the media sector … regions, industries and finally 
workers most affected by the green transiFon’ in order to ‘alleviate the socio-economic impacts of 
the transiFon. This is needed to ensure equal and fair opportuniFes for people and business.’ [italics 
added]. Brussels, 17.9.2020. CommunicaFon from the Commission to the European Parliament, the 
European Council, the Council, the European Central Bank, the European Economic and Social 

Commiiee, the Commiiee of the Regions and the European Investment Bank. Annual	Sustainable	
Growth	 Strategy	 2021 COM(2020) 575 final. p.4. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52020DC0575&from=EN.     

 Following the definiFon established within (and “for the purposes of”) DirecFve (EU) 2022/2041 of 10

the European Parliament and of the Council (19/10/2022) on adequate minimum wages in the EU, 
collec3ve	 bargaining refers to “all negoFaFons which take place according to naFonal law and 
pracFce in each Member State between an employer, a group of employers or one or more 
employers’ organisaFons on the one hand, and one or more trade unions on the other, for 
determining working condiFons and terms of employment”
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The following secFon of the Report will introduce collecFve bargaining and social dialogue. 

iv. Skills discourse 

Skills are already a stable feature of hegemonic discourse regarding work; one would be 

surprised to find it absent in any economic recovery document. Among the key stakeholders 

whose views on social dialogue and worker parFcipaFon in collecFve bargaining were taken 

into consideraFon, one finds employers. Skills are effecFvely a popular claim by employers 

and one can safely conclude that especially in the private sector, their call for worker 

parFcipaFon is concentrated on the noFon of skills. This is not however the principal or 

exclusive meaning of the skills-set referred to in the Roundtable. One recalls that the main 

remit of the Roundtable included the term skills within the phrase, “increasing skills to 

support Maltese trade unions in their acFviFes to shape naFonal recovery plans that deliver 

secure jobs with decent pay and condiFons”. There are ample references to this in the 

RecommendaFons secFon of this report. 

A brief historical background is given to contextualise the point about an exclusive 

understanding of skills. Since the 1970s, Eichengreen argued, “breaking down” factories for 

innovaFon-based growth to be given a chance led to systemic changes and required 

distancing skilled from unskilled workers (2007, p. 48).  Jessop & Sum described this further 11

division of labour as a separaFon of core “polyvalent” workers from peripheral “unskilled” 

workers in the same firm, a feature characterising globally oriented post-Fordist enterprises 

(2006, p. 78).  Together these supported employers to break wage compression.  At the 12

same Fme, all workers were to carry on with conFnuous training, acquiring more skills, 

when in effect this was a maier that differenFated the medium and top-level employee 

from the rest. Comparing the two, the former received upskilling; the rest were expected to 

follow duFes assigned to them, and when these were novel, were reskilled (Taiara, 2001, 

p.257).  The same reskilling was provided to the unemployed or temporarily unemployable. 13

To sustain the discourse effect of all this, those with ‘no skills’ (sic), the unemployed and 

 Eichengreen, B. (2007). The	European	economy	 since	1945:	Coordinated	 capitalism	and	beyond. 11

Princeton University Press. p.48

 Jessop, B., & Sum, N.-L. (2006). The	Regula3on	Approach	and	beyond:	Pu^ng	capitalist	economies	12

in	their	place. Cheltenham: Edward Elgar.

 Taiara, G. (Ed.). (2001). Il	piccolo	che	nasce	dal	grande:	Le	molteplici	facce	dei	distre^	industriali	13

vene3.	Milan: Franco Angeli.
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unemployable became the losers in populist parlance.  Moreover, keeping women, youth, 14

people with disabiliFes and atypical workers in mind, and in a context of skills, their mere 

presence in a specific work sector served to de-skill that sector. This rendered certain skill 

disFncFons, more than anything else, a maier of social and historical development. 

At the same Fme, skills are central in the work process. InternaFonal compeFFon for 

airacFng foreign investment capital has led to naFonwide training agendas adopFng skills 

as a lynchpin in VocaFonal and EducaFonal Training (VET).  Increasingly aber the 1970s, and 

the context referred to by Eichengreen and Jessop & Sum above, restructuring companies 

began to ask for a different type of worker, one who created, was flexible, collaboraFve, and 

parFcipated construcFvely. This was accompanied, as implied above, by calls for ‘producFve’ 

collaboraFon in the factory. The above-menFoned breaking down of factories and the 

increased resort to outsourcing meant that the forces of producFon were being broken up 

on a naFonal, regional and sectoral scale, and unity re-constructed in the firm. CollecFve 

bargaining followed suit. Skills discourse thrived on these developments which, in the 

broader picture, were not restricted to skills discourse but reflected on the increased 

difficulFes faced by worker representaFves forced to consent to the hegemonic presence of 

producFvity upskilling or reskilling dominaFng collecFve bargaining and social dialogu. 

To conclude on skills, one has to be prepared against a potenFal negaFve social impact on 

workers from the ‘twin transiFons’ to a green and digital economy. It is of paramount 

importance these do not translate into more social suffering and worker divisions but 

instead lead, amongst others, to investments and reforms in adult educaFon and vocaFonal 

training, even if in terms of apprenFceships and on-the-job training, in which unions are 

directly consulted and parFcipaFng. 

 C. Casey (2006) observed how those losing their job, the unemployed or unemployable were 14

defined as losers suffering not only from “insecure or non-parFcipaFon in employment” but also 
from “social exclusion”, and “personal precariousness”. ‘Work and workers in the learning economy: 
ConcepFons, criFque, implicaFons’, p.153. In, M. Kuhn, M. Tomassini, & P. R.-J. Simons (Eds.). 
Towards	a	 knowledge-based	economy?	Knowledge	and	 learning	 in	European	educa3onal	 research. 
pp.149-169. New York: Peter Lang.
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Part	Two:		The	specific	themes.	

Following Part One’s general presentaFon of the broad remit of the Roundtable, Part Two 

introduces a series of specific themes set up to answer in relaFvely more detail the main 

goals of the event. For clear reference we recall the themes here and discuss them 

individually in separate secFons. 

SecFon A. What are the problems hindering social dialogue and bargaining processes in 

Malta? 

SecFon B: How to solve the exisFng problems in the company through social dialogue? 

SecFon C: What is the role of workers’ representaFves? 

SecFon D: What is the role of employers’ representaFves? 

SecFon E: What are the prejudices to be tackled to engage in effecFve collecFve bargaining? 

SecFon F: Why is it important to engage workers in co-decision-making? 

SecFon G: How will it affect the workers’ situaFon? 

  25
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	A:		

The	problems	hindering	social	dialogue	and	bargaining	processes	in	Malta.	

i.	The	role	of	the	poli0cal	state	

The presence of the poliFcal state in the local economy is strong. This is not only witnessed 

in the passionate aienFon to the annual budget by local employers, workers and consumers 

but also in the state’s financial contribuFon and regulatory frameworks to channel and guide 

economic agents. Historically, starFng in 1959, Development Plans laid bare the 

government’s economic agenda unFl in 1987 a new government stopped the process. 

However, having applied for EU membership in 1990, the same government was directed by 

the European Commission to introduce another planning instrument, the NaFonal Industrial 

Policy. Outside the evolving picture of economic planning, representaFves of the poliFcal 

state are acFve, when they form part of official delegaFons travelling abroad to airact any 

form of foreign investment to the islands (with its own historical offshoot in former prime 

minister Mintoff’s postcolonial quests) (Baldacchino & Debono, 2021, p.15).  EffecFvely, the 15

not so hidden form of the economic structure - dependence on foreign capital (M. Vella, 

1994)  – has not really changed but what has changed is the workforce – from a 16

predominantly local to a mulFcultural globalised one. In other words, the social formaFon 

has been transformed and economic needs and its poliFcal regulaFon were determining 

factors in the development of the social formaFon.  

In collecFve bargaining and social dialogue, the poliFcal state is generally projected as a 

‘neutral’ player within the social partners framework. Baldacchino & Debono (2021) 

describe the collecFve bargaining system in Malta as “largely voluntarist” and “free … 

without much state intervenFon through regulaFons”. The poliFcal state provides the rules 

 M. Debono & G. Baldacchino (2021). ‘Editorial’. In, M. Debono & G. Baldacchino (eds.). Working	15

life	and	the	transforma3on	of	Malta	1960-2020. University of Malta. pp.11-24.

 M. Vella ‘That favourite dream of the colonies’: IndustrializaFon, dependence and the limits of 16

development discourse in Malta. In R. G. Sultana, & G. Baldacchino (Eds.), Maltese	 society:	 A	
sociological	inquiry (1994). This point developed and qualified as paradigmaFc by Vella has not been 
successfully challenged.
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of the game via the Employment and Industrial RelaFons Act (Laws of Malta 2002).  It keeps 17

the unions at bay from each other with the RecogniFon of Trade Unions RegulaFons (2016)  18

and generally soothes their members by allowances from the Cost of Living Agreement 

(COLA, 1990).  COLA has been considered not only an exercise in handouts but as having 19

consFtuted a new social partnership or dialogue model that subsFtuted the preceding 

confrontaFonal one. Aiributed to EU accession and EU ideals, a GWU (2023) report states 

how “many of those involved in the industrial relaFons scene admit that the interests of 

both sides can rarely be completely reconciled” but that COLA allows for “jusFfiable 

compromises” to be made warning that its removal would “bring back unrest and industrial 

acFon” and so both employers and trade unions “believe in the mechanism and the 

independent board that oversee the workings”. SFll, this insFtuFonal approach or any 

purported ideals linked to it cannot dispel or obfuscate the power relaFons being regulated. 

So, to return to the previously-menFoned query, is the poliFcal state neutral? Referring to 

public administraFon as an employer in neoliberal Fmes, one observes how it is increasingly 

caught in controversies which are not peiy. Not only can the largest companies impose their 

interests on poliFcal states, but states also submit to and indicate their subordinaFon by 

adapFng and integraFng private corporaFons’ models (of management, accounFng, etc.), or 

their caricature within the public administraFon.  More specifically the Maltese poliFcal 20

state throughout the years has carried out the following measures that qualify as answers to 

the query posed here. It,   

● resisted EU recommendaFons to reform the wage indexaFon system, arguing that as 

it is, it has a net posiFve effect on compeFFveness (Ministry for Finance 2013).  

● considered the ever-increasing public sector expenditure, and decided to curb wage 

increases through its Industrial RelaFons Unit inserFng clauses in public sector 

 Employment and Industrial RelaFons Act. Chapter 452. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://17

legislaFon.mt/eli/cap/452/20221220/eng.

 RecogniFon of Trade Unions RegulaFons (9/12/2016). Legal NoFce 413 of 2016. Retrieved March 18

22, 2023, from hips://legislaFon.mt/eli/sl/452.112/20161214/eng.

 Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://legislaFon.mt/eli/sl/452.65/eng/pdf.19

 This means that we need to adapt the descripFon by Baldacchino & Debono (2021, p.425) of a 20

public sector’s “service monopoly that is immune to market forces, but vulnerable to poliFcal 
pressure”. The laier remains, the former requires qualificaFon.
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collecFve agreements staFng that wage increases shall be inclusive of COLA, for the 

period covered by the agreement. 

● created the double-edged sword of a centrally controlled pay allowances system 

which became a problem during negoFaFons on pay allowances. It was double-edged 

because as a manager in the public service admiied: “We try to treat decently our 

employees, but we cannot play with pay since this is centrally established. We lose 

new employees because their old employers raise their pay.” 

● went against the ILO recommendaFon regarding public holidays which established 

that because of a crisis, any measures taken affecFng workers should only be of a 

temporary nature; however, whilst the Maltese government commiied itself to 

reviewing the law in quesFon, its reform opted for reducing Public Holidays across 

the board and confirmed it. Once it could not intervene directly, the ILO annually 

drew the aienFon of Malta to the above. The unilateral decision by the poliFcal 

state created the anomaly of nullifying a collecFve agreement provision of more 

benefit to workers than that proposed by the law.  21

● issues tenders that create situaFons where, if the tender selected is the less costly 

one, it can be presumed that the applicaFon might well rest on minimum wage 

condiFons for the workers. 

Governmental acFon is not restricted to directly assisFng the powerful (and other) private 

sector employers or translaFng a private sector managerial philosophy and techniques to 

the public service. As in the Covid-19 subsidies, it also indirectly assists private business 

interests on a naFonal scale by supplying workers and their families with subsistence money, 

not forthcoming from private sector payrolls, and so keep the economic wheel rolling in 

difficult Fmes; otherwise, one risked systemic breakdown.  

ii. Poli0cal	interference	

Besides the macro-scale, poliFcs, some workers argued, directly affected the micro scale of 

work relaFons especially those concerning workers who had strong connecFons with the 

party in government. During the pandemic, workers parFcipaFng in the Roundtable 

 These points are drawn from, Greenland, Cory (2012).	 The	 collec3ve	 agreement	 in	 Maltese	21

industrial	rela3ons:	a	legal	perspec3ve. Valleia: GWU.
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witnessed how some of the privileged grabbed overFme and never answered phone calls 

when on overFme duFes. When they presented themselves at the workplace, they punched 

and leb, clearly not having any work-related duFes to commit to. This poliFcal interference 

reached out broadly in the public service and was negaFvely affecFng those who gave their 

fair day’s work. It also negaFvely affected youth workers who applied but aber a short Fme 

with the public service, leb. These young workers, the Roundtable was told, were not ready 

to knock on the minister’s office door to get a posiFve work appraisal. The following is a 

translated quote from a public service employee: 

“We get many young employees who never resist more than 6 months to 1 year. They have 

studied and graduated and do not want to knock on the minister’s door. Appraisal exists and 

it should dictate.” 

Besides the appraisal, this also affected promoFons in the public service especially when 

these were few and far in between. It lowered trust amongst workers since the privileged 

had access to a strong protecFve system. In the private sector, as one would expect, there 

was comparaFvely less poliFcal interference. According to the public service employee just 

quoted, there was a beier appreciaFon of work:  

“[in private] I was already allowed to work from home; and got paid. [In the public service] I 

punch and any work done in the evening is not paid.” 

The presence of poliFcal interests in the workplace poisoned the debate on social dialogue 

and collecFve bargaining by destabilising the workers, turning them one against the other. 

According to a public service shop steward, it is difficult to stamp this out because it is 

embedded. In his words: 

“It’s all in the electoral system … by voFng, voters acquire certain powers. It is culture that 

has to be changed. PoliFcal candidates ruin the system. They and their close acolytes disturb 

working relaFons and affect relaFons with the ‘private’. If they lose their place, they 

sabotage the system. Some Labour [PL poliFcal party] supporters will tell you it was beier if 

the NaFonalists [PN poliFcal party] won.” 
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iii. The	ins0tu0onal	regula0on	of	the	poli0cal	state.	DIER.	

Insights into the role of the poliFcal state are gained from observing the insFtuFon of DIER, 

the Department for Industrial and Employment RelaFons. Problems that hinder social 

dialogue and characterise bargaining processes in Malta can be transcribed from its reports. 

A brief summary of cases assists. 

Although at law, any derogaFon from legislaFon requires the approval of DIER, during the 

2008 financial crisis, a number of companies went their way. SecFon 42 of EIRA, the 

Employment and Industrial RelaFons Act, does provide for temporary measures and 

pracFces below legal standards as long as the trade union agrees, and it is endorsed by DIER 

“to avoid redundancies”. This was not the case in 2010 when ST Micro Electronics workers 

were forced to a second revised ballot and approved a set of austerity measures to maintain 

the investment in Malta.  The revision went against the original collecFve agreement 22

condiFons. Whilst the changes may have been minimal as, in the words of the Company, it 

was sFll interested in looking for and reaching an agreement with the Union through an 

employee ballot, it nevertheless proved the possibility that a new demand could be made 

notwithstanding a pre-exisFng clause included in the CollecFve Agreement text excluded 

this. 

In summary, it is not difficult to perceive the presence of employers and their interests being 

promoted by the government and integrated in its iniFaFves. Such consideraFons as 

compeFFveness absorb and annul within the central role performed by workers and instead 

define success in terms of profit-making. Above, we have menFoned how a crisis was 

considered reason enough to annul parts of one side of a collecFve agreement contract – 

that protecFng workers’ interests. This is where the disFncFon between employer and 

  This arguably anF-democraFc move was a typical case of top-down decision-making that trumped 22

an earlier decision taken by the same union members. The democraFc element is illustrated by the 
Malta Union of Teachers’ (at the Fme of reporFng) intenFon to introduce a procedure for its 
industry-wide agreements giving member representaFves the right to vote on the final version of the 
agreement (one representaFve for every ten members). If members do not accept the agreement, 
negoFaFons with the employer must start again. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
Fmesofmalta.com/arFcles/view/st-workers-vote-to-save-their-jobs.319696. The pracFce is viewed 
negaFvely by employers who consider it ‘very destabilizing as management can never be certain that 

the negoFaFons have been closed’”. Malta Employers’ AssociaFon (2015) Posi3on	Paper	on	The	State	
of	 Social	Dialogue	&	 Industrial	Rela3ons	 in	Malta pp. 8-9. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hip://
www.maltaemployers.com/loadfi le/f3a55822-c043-41ae-aa74-d0e5c9f8d8472015.
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worker becomes clear. Workers, in general, would support employers who compressed wage 

structures by increasing low wages and controlling or capping (even via postponement or 

suspension) the higher wage scales; as well as reducing profit margins. That is not what 

generally happens.  
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	B:		

How	to	solve	the	exis0ng	problems	in	the	company	through	social	dialogue?		

When there is a crisis, and companies decide on restructuring – company reorganisaFon, 

closures, mergers & acquisiFons, downsizing, outsourcing, relocaFon, etc. –, unless workers 

are directly involved, they are forced to react. There are circumstances when the strike 

becomes a powerful tool for workers. With the company declaring a crisis as it transmits 

negaFve data on growth, investment, innovaFon and research, the strike is presented as 

adding further to the difficulFes. Workers are familiar with this. With workers burdened by 

loans, the situaFon becomes desperate. Besides, a one-day strike is generally ineffecFve and 

therefore workers have to guarantee sustainability in their acFon but not all workers are 

financially sound, and management knows and so it pulls union and non-union workers 

together.  

The right to strike is part of the principles of democracy and whilst confirming the worker is 

a ciFzen, we sFll observe aiacks on or shackles placed on this right by employers, 

government or the media that support them.  Such aiacks undermine liberal democraFc 23

principles that underlie a legal right to strike. One can argue that strikes are limited or 

weighed down by such measures as emergencies and clear-cut security concerns but outside 

these, once the strike or related industrial acFon are successful, even when this means 

extraordinary sacrifices from the workers, success conveys the strength of unions. During 

the Roundtable discussions, this was pointed out. 

When aiempts to solve problems in the company fail, and the strike is sFll on the 

backburner, the main alternaFve instrument to arrive at some form of agreement is EIRA. As 

menFoned above, EIRA is the Employment and Industrial RelaFons Act. Complemented by 

 That this is not a superficial issue can be understood by considering an EU Commission text 23

modified during the amendment stage because it referred to worker but not to ciFzen. The 
Commission’s text: “A skilled workforce is crucial to ensuring socially fair and just green and digital 
transiFons, and to strengthening the Union’s sustainable compeFFveness and resilience in the face 
of adverse external shocks such as the COVID-19 pandemic …”, was amended to, “A skilled workforce 
and	ci3zens	who	are skilled in democraFc parFcipaFon and the pursuit of personal development are 
crucial to ensuring …” [italics added]. Drab Report on the proposal for a decision of the European 
Parliament and of the Council on a European Year of Skills 2023 (COM(2022)0526 – C9-0344/2022 – 
2022/0326(COD)). Commiiee on Employment and Social Affairs. Rapporteur: Loucas Fourlas. 
hips://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/EMPL-PR-738559_EN.pdf 
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other regulaFons, including those for wages, it is the general framework “accredited with 

helping to maintain industrial peace in the country” (EIRA). Following the threat of direcFves 

and/or direct acFon, the Director of DIER calls for conciliaFon meeFngs to search for 

soluFons to the problems. IntermediaFon or arbitraFon iniFaFves aiempt to reduce or 

manage open disputes between employers and workers. This consolidates the previously 

menFoned idea of a ‘neutral’ poliFcal state with its insFtuFons performing intermediaFon. 

In this goal of holding back capital-labour conflict, the state performs the role of ‘acFvely’ 

de-fusing work-related conflict in order to conserve the system. The figures below confirm 

this works. 

The scenario faced by the Director of DIER has however broadly changed. The transiFon 

from confrontaFon to social partnership has been “quiet and inexorable” (Baldacchino & 

Debono, 2021, p.18).  For Grima, this transiFon, “opens the possibility for an ethically more 24

saFsfactory alternaFve to the adversarial model of industrial relaFons” because such 

parFcipaFon “enables workers to have a more direct voice at their respecFve place of work 

and it can transform (in an ideal situaFon) an economic enterprise into a community of 

persons” (p.145).  Keeping ideal situaFons on the margins, the historical trend has indeed 25

been a long-term reducFon in industrial acFon and a resort to bargaining and dialogue. 

Baldacchino & Debono (2021) argue the transformaFon has “probably been brought about 

by the growing realisaFon that confrontaFon oben results in negaFve unintended 

consequences, and that dialogue is more producFve in the long term”.   26

ConciliaFon – DIER, 2021

Annual total meeFngs 35

Number of meeFngs during which agreement was reached 31

Agreement % 80%

 M. Debono & G. Baldacchino (2021). ‘Editorial’. In, M. Debono & G. Baldacchino (eds.). Working	24

life	and	the	transforma3on	of	Malta	1960-2020. University of Malta. pp.11-24.

 G. Grima (2021). Workers’ rights and vulnerable workers. In, M. Debono & G. Baldacchino (eds.). 25

Working	life	and	the	transforma3on	of	Malta	1960-2020. University of Malta. pp.145-162.

 Asbjørn Wahl argued conflict brought gains(2021). Class	 Struggle	 Built	 the	 Welfare	 State, in, 26

hips://jacobin.com/2021/05/welfare-state-class-struggle-confrontaFon-compromise-labor-union-
movement?mc_cid=8b4368bc27&mc_eid=0c44e561e0.
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	C:		

What	is	the	role	of	workers’	representa0ves?	

Trade unions face a number of challenges in performing a role that is beneficial to workers. 

They have not been rendered redundant although they might have lost members. Some 

unions actually appear to perform an organisaFonal and managerial role ‘training’ their 

members into compliance and actually collaboraFng with the company by contribuFng to its 

profits, following an approach aligned strongly to the transformaFonal process menFoned 

above that is not confrontaFonal. In return, and in recogniFon of such roles, employers offer 

training openings, open-door communicaFons, and, of course, rewards for increased 

producFvity and or improved work processes. Unions need to be strategically wise. They 

conFnue to represent the working class when poliFcal parFes tradiFonally associated with 

the class are criFcised for having become lukewarm to the disFncFve class interests of 

workers. 

Referring to social dialogue, the role of workers’ representaFves at policy level does not 

necessarily contribute to a stronger hand in the workplace. It is not always a straigh`orward 

exercise to converge the two scales. This becomes problemaFc since workers’ immediate 

needs for union intervenFon are at the workplace, and it is even more relevant in the private 

sector. Union membership becomes a privilege when one considers how public sector 

workers are covered by collecFve agreements whereas those in the private sector, who 

paradoxically may arguably be considered to need more protecFon, are increasingly 

distanced from unions. Besides the shocking and unacceptable experience of management 

preferring if not imposing non-union membership, unions are virtually absent from 

tradiFonal industries such as construcFon, retail, agriculture, and fishing. Previously heavily 

unionised sectors in manufacturing conFnue shedding workers. Finally, unions are unable to 

infiltrate emerging industries including financial services and electronic gaming which 

heavily employ foreign workers. To illustrate the difficulFes faced by non-union workers, and 

the role ofinter-secFonality, the sector of carers has a strong foreign workforce, and being 

non-unionised, they are entrapped in exploitaFve relaFons. 

In such a broad scenario stretching from collaboraFon to induced absence, workers’ 

representaFves parFcipaFng in the Roundtable highlighted a number of general and 
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immediate worries but at the same Fme, the essenFal role performed by union 

representaFves. Unions are essenFal when workers face “divide-and-rule” approaches by 

management deliberately singling and keeping out, amongst others, shop stewards. The 

General Workers Union, it was pointed out, offered parFcipaFon opportuniFes to sectors of 

workers who previously had none. This was highlighted by a representaFve from the public 

service who recalled how they had no parFcipaFon opportuniFes before they joined the 

Union. Conversely, private contractor workers who were outsourced and reported by clients, 

were transferred; it was not the same with the government workers. To make maiers more 

complicated, government workers adopted a superiority stance over them even when they 

performed the same work. With union protecFon, management was more conciliatory and, 

against what had happened before, provided air condiFoners requested and also the Fme 

for meeFngs to discuss maiers with the union. Unfortunately, managers and employers sFll 

found ways to consolidate the separaFon amongst workers - when government workers 

asked to be considered Scale 12 in a 16-scale pay grade, the answer was posiFve; the private 

contractor workers doing the same work were not given the same upgrade.  

It is generally the case that private sector, non-unionised, sub-contractor employees are 

worse off and “only paid the minimum wage”.  The following quote from a parFcipant 27

illustrates the exploitaFon in the mariFme sector: 

“The local mariFme sector is in chaos, so we import labour at 400/500 euros a month 

(Maltese minimum wage is c.800), no insurance and they sleep on ships below the sea 

surface. Four Maltese companies offering mariFme services employ 180 mariFme workers 

out of whom only five were Maltese. Only Gozo Channel offers any substanFal employment. 

A one-year contract dictated that the sailor (EgypFan, Indonesians, Burmese and some 

Bangladeshis) offering some service – pulling a fishing net to shore, crew change, waste 

collecFon, etc. – is without residence and work permit (i.e. without the single applicaFon 

procedure). This is a loophole in EU legislaFon.  No working-week limits, no holidays. It is a 

race to the boiom run by labour-trafficking agencies.” 

What worries unions in terms of collecFve bargaining in Malta is that keeping in mind the 

successful employment record on a naFonal base, and focusing on cleaning, clerical, 

security, operaFonal services, “most jobs are being created through sub-contracFng” 

 GWU (2023).27
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wherein employers involved tend to create situaFons “depriving them from parFcipaFng in 

the success of the parFcular workplace and not being covered by collecFve bargaining”, i.e., 

less pay and worse working condiFons.   The GWU has proposed a new legal prescripFon 28

capping  the outsourced workforce in every organisaFon at 20%. 

Part	Two.	Sec0on	D:		

What	is	the	role	of	employers’	representa0ves?	

In collecFve bargaining in Malta, the main players besides trade unions are employers’ 

associaFons. The main organisaFon is the Malta Employers AssociaFon, the naFonal voice 

for employer interests and provider of advice in support of employer bargaining and policy 

development. Another employer associaFon is the Malta Chamber of Commerce, Enterprise 

and Industry which promotes the interests of the commercial classes and small-to-micro 

enterprises. This laier category of firms forms the mass of the local economy. Since 

collecFve agreements in Malta are concluded at enterprise level, unlike unions, employers’ 

associaFons can only play a marginal role during collecFve bargaining; they tend to be 

consulted if and when required but do not sign collecFve agreements.	

In social dialogue, as menFoned above, the NaFonal Agreement on Industrial RelaFons 

(1990) established a mechanism that determines the annual mandatory COLA given to all 

workers, including minimum wage earners. COLA is based on the inflaFon rate over the 

previous twelve months, as calculated by the Retail Price Index. The laier is a measure of 

inflaFon based on monthly changes in the cost of purchasing a representaFve basket of 

consumer goods and services. It is reviewed periodically, in line with the Household 

Budgetary Survey (HBS) (NaFonal StaFsFcs Office, 2018).  

CollecFve bargaining and social dialogue are complementary. In collecFve agreements, 

where wage structure and wage scales - monetary issues such as bonuses, allowances, and 

grants – are priority, COLA details may or may not be included. However, crises tend to build 

bridges between the two processes. In both cases, it is not always a straigh`orward exercise 

with unanimous agreement. During the crisis of 2008, and in the social dialogue context, the 

 ibid.28
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Malta Employers’ AssociaFon protested against the destabilising effect of COLA. Following 

the erupFon of the Russia-Ukraine conflict, this cropped up again following the effects of a 

rise in inflaFon on COLA and wages. It would be wise if workers considered both processes - 

bargaining and social dialogue as central.  
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	E:		

What	are	the	prejudices	to	be	tackled	to	engage	in	effec0ve	collec0ve	bargaining?		

Trust is important. In the research, one worker described a general situaFon when workers 

who had worked from home, were welcomed back as if they were cheaFng. In spite of 

monitoring technology, one Roundtable parFcipant declared, “when you go back to work 

[management acts] …  as if you were on holiday”. The facilitaFon of working from home 

(WFH) needs to be further developed. In terms of prejudice, there has to be a change in 

managerial aytudes and, at the same Fme, skills for teleworking in Malta to spread. Whilst 

this is taken up in the RecommendaFons secFon below, at this point we remark how WFH 

would need to be accompanied by organisaFonal restructuring that sets up blended 

operaFons, training of management and workers, including where this is possible, atypical 

ones and mothers. 

Another common prejudice, this Fme not held by management but by workers against other 

workers is the one Maltese hold against foreign workers. The first phase research recorded 

how many parFcipants held negaFve feelings against migrants. ReflecFng the relentless 

increase of foreign workers “and their insufficient integraFon in the Maltese society in 

general and in places of work in parFcular … the pandemic has increased the fricFon 

between Maltese and foreign workers, especially TNCs” (Debono & Garzia, 2022). We can 

anFcipate suggesFons provided by the parFcipants. It was suggested that integraFon in the 

workplace is planned, and the assistance of adult educators trained in this field, invited to 

assist. Training should be conducted with mixed groups. FacilitaFon of relaFons between 

Maltese and migrant workers remains paramount in the case of state-employed and private 

contractor care workers.   29

 See Comprehensive	 Study	 on	 the	 Posi3ve	 Integra3on,	 Assimila3on,	 and	 Reten3on	 of	 Foreign	29

Workers	within	the	Ministry	for	Health	in	Malta.	Final	Report (September 2022), especially the case 
on pp. 31-2: “I got married a few years ago in Lebanon, at the Fme I had already been working as a 
nurse in Malta for many years … as soon as I got married, I tried to bring my wife here with me 
through a process that should have not lasted more than nine months, but for one and a half years I 
was unsuccessful … I only managed to bring her here because the Union intervened in the end …  
which husband and wife are going to wait so long …”. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
deputyprimeminister.gov.mt/en/people-management-division/Documents/Research/
Comprehensive%20Study%20on%20the%20PosiFve%20IntegraFon%20AssimilaFon%20and%20Rete
nFon%20of%20Foreign%20Workers%20within%20the%20Ministry%20for%20Healt.pdf.
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	F:		

Why	is	it	important	to	engage	workers	in	co-decision-making?	

Reference is here made to Part One, where assumpFons underlying the Report were 

described along with a discussion about the nature of parFcipaFon. To briefly summarise, 

parFcipaFon was deemed not to consist of a passive or alienated nature; fake family 

membership idenFFes; peripheral status characterisaFon; or, exclusively bent on increasing 

producFvity. The goal was to be as close as possible to what was referred to as the ‘core’ 

worker parFcipaFon model. 

In a hierarchic workplace power structure, the iniFal idea is to move toward a governance 

style where parFcipaFon processes need to go beyond a mere distribuFon of informaFon 

and instead include facilitaFon of the workers’ role to co-determine. How this will work out 

requires ongoing debate. Secondly, governance deals with the promoFon of a substanFve 

regulatory social relaFons infrastructure in terms of checks and balances. Third and 

ulFmately, the decisive quesFon of co-determinaFon is whether this new governance style 

with unions parFcipaFng guarantees decent work or else if problems with gender equality, 

pay gap, but also care work, sick leave, working hours, training, social rights, etc., persist. 

Besides the assumpFons and the variegated nature of worker parFcipaFon, we refer in this 

Report to Carole Pateman.  Discussing parFcipaFon in the workplace put her on the 30

intellectual landscape. Times have changed from the energy and other crises of the 1970s 

when she pioneered democraFc parFcipaFon in the workplace, but her focus on pseudo and 

parFal parFcipaFon is sFll relevant. In situaFons of pseudo parFcipaFon, decisions (‘who 

decides?’) are already taken and then only explained to the workers. In parFal parFcipaFon, 

the second type, workers can influence the goings-on but have no ulFmate power to decide. 

Pateman referred to a third response which embraces co-determinaFon when she quoted 

French, Israel, & Aas: "parFcipaFon is a process in which two or more parFes influence each 

other in making plans, policies or decisions. It is restricted to decisions that have future 

 Pateman, Carole (1970). Par3cipa3on	 and	 democra3c	 theory. Cambridge England: Cambridge 30

University Press.
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effects on all those making the decisions or on those represented by them”.  This is the 31

proposal that promises to reward workers in informed co-determinaFon. 

 More recently, legal scholar Alain Supiot argued, if democraFc parFcipaFon is to enter the 31

company, one has to think about, “seyng up opposing forces within companies”.  This means 
codeterminaFon, co-management, and control as against cooperaFon and consultaFon implied by 
the previous type. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://www.eurozine.com/economic-
democracy-interview-alain-supiot/?pdf. 
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Part	Two.	Sec0on	G:		

How	will	it	affect	the	workers’	situa0on?	

If we situate parFcipaFon typologies introduced in the preceding secFon in Fmes of criFcal 

change, other associated factors airact aienFon. Workers’ parFcipaFon in workplace 

decision-making is qualified and might be understood to mean being engaged within the 

process of a management of change in a firm or other workplace. The Covid-19 pandemic 

made clear that blinkering aienFon to the workplace does not make sense and does not 

lead to an effecFve and sustainable soluFon. Worker parFcipaFon does not only affect the 

workplace; it is concerned with life experiences outside the workplace. These contexts are 

directly related to workplace experience even if presently they are considered anFtheFcal. 

Considered in terms of social relaFons, they include:  

● economic social relaFons (unions’ well-trodden path of wage  and condiFons of work 

negoFaFons), 

● insFtuFonal and poliFcal social relaFons (especially and increasingly educaFon and 

training agendas; legal enactments), 

● cultural social relaFons (social and mediaFc representaFon of events challenging 

inimical hegemonic ideas in civil society; reframing the status of the worker and 

economic and social rights buried beneath civil rights and idenFty themes while, at 

the same Fme, engaging with them).  32

So, co-determinaFon as a style of decision-making involves being acFve in a broad spectrum 

of contexts. This is already in part the case and the GWU extends its aienFon and focus on 

issues of quality of life including the proposal of a NaFonal Living Income.  Once again, the 33

divide between public and private employment was pointed out. Overall, it was observed, 

provisions protecFng the workers’ quality of life interests are beier implemented in public 

than in the private sector. One reason given was that in the public sector they are governed 

 Workers are silenced by the news media when they are relegated to a ‘wallpaper’ handshaking 32

crew for poliFcians visiFng their workplace. They also emerge as part of the death chronicle on the 
same media. 

 See, A	Proposal	Towards	the	Defini3on	and	Es3mates	of	the	Na3onal	Living	Income	in	Malta	2022. 33

Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://gwu.org.mt/en/a-proposal-towards-the-definiFon-and-
esFmates-of-the-naFonal-living-income-in-malta-2022-2/.
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by the Public Service Management Code rather than by collecFve agreements.  This is 34

pivotal in tracing the relaFve strengths and weaknesses of collecFve bargaining and social 

dialogue in Malta. It confirms that where the union presence is effecFve, workers gain. 

Focusing on wages and working condiFons, the union defends the interests of labour but 

keeping this as an exclusive call might end up reinforcing the system along exisFng divisions 

among workers; leb unchallenged, and not considered in broad social terms, it ulFmately 

hurts the class interests of labour.  

 See hips://publicservice.gov.mt/en/Pages/The%20Public%20Service/PSMC.aspx.34
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Part	Three.	Success	Stories.		

During the pandemic, the employment sector was resilient as witnessed by those 

parFcipaFng in the research and from data gathered during the Roundtable and other 

complementary acFviFes. The success was evident in the public sector where the 

unemployment rate only registered a minimal increase. However, as triumphantly projected 

by public television portraying success scoops of local police accompanying away irregular 

workers, it was comparaFvely not the same in the private sector especially with such foreign 

workers who escaped the radar of the research. The irregular or temporarily unemployable 

ones leb. Overall, the poliFcal state had  cynically overlooked their presence in pre-Covid-19 

Fmes just as it eventually did in terms of support during the pandemic. 

The government and the Central Bank’s intervenFon were fundamental in not allowing the 

economic system to halt; it was also important that the workers come to terms with and 

make ends meet with a lower income. This did not materially assist those workers paying 

rent.  At the same Fme, excluding the hospitality and food sectors, post-pandemic incomes 35

also recovered to pre-pandemic levels.  However, relaFvely longer-term concerns such as 

collecFve agreements were affected as some of these had been stalled during the pandemic. 

Success was also recorded in the observaFon that in spite of quaranFne sick leave condiFons 

and absence of workers, essenFal services were secured. Workers were also pleased with 

the fact that in such challenging Fmes, overFme - a double-edged gib of the economic 

system - was also provided. 

 This recalls the basic living income and basic basket of goods menFoned earlier in this report. The 35

InsFtute for Fiscal Studies (UK): “If a household typically spends much of its budget on essenFal or 
inflexible items, it has less scope to adjust to a lower income by reducing spending without incurring 
relaFvely severe hardship. Hence it is relaFvely likely to run down savings, miss bill payments or go 
into debt. At the other extreme, if a large fracFon of a household’s budget goes on the kind of social 
and recreaFonal acFviFes that are now prohibited, or on commuFng, which is now unnecessary for 
many workers, it may require liile – or even no – further adjustment to cope with a fall in income.” 
In, Crawford, R., Davenport, A. Joyce, R. and Levell, P. (2020). Household	spending	and	coronavirus, 
p.2. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://ifs.org.uk/publicaFons/household-spending-and-
coronavirus.
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Part	Four.	The	European	scenario.	

GlobalisaFon, considered as an umbrella term, has been associated with global industrial 

restructuring marked by mobile capital; lean producFon and contracFng out; changes in 

labour’s racial, ethnic, and gender composiFon; and the dog-eat-dog compeFFon of the 

world employment market.  Contextualised in a two or more speed Europe Union, an 36

important player in global compeFFveness, it will always be difficult in pracFce to create a 

Europe-wide level playing field for economic development in general especially considering 

German industrial leadership. There is no level playing field in labour welfare. Even when 

considering, for illustraFon purposes, low-waged worker cohorts who are employed in local 

and not conFnent-wide labour markets - hairdressing, cleaning, retail, hospitality, and the 

health and care sector - these sFll suffer from the compeFFve supply from external labour 

supplies on the conFnent and outside, even more so from the global reserve armies of 

labour. 	

The EU sFll builds frameworks for regulaFng economic acFvity. Muller et al (2020)  recall 37

two points that map the policy-making territory at the conFnental scale preceding the 

pandemic period: following 2008/2009, unfortunately for the workers, policy-making turned 

to austerity and this prolonged the crisis and spurred on the populist backlash of Right-wing 

poliFcians; conversely, in the immediate pre-pandemic period, collecFve bargaining was 

addressed toward the realisaFon of von der Leyen’s ‘fair minimum wage’.  The European 38

Commission did not abandon it during the Covid-10 crisis and this “can be read as a sign 

that, this Fme, the importance of fair minimum wages and strong collecFve bargaining, and 

the essenFal contribuFon that they can make to the recovery strategy, will receive the 

recogniFon it deserves” (ibid.). Eventually, the ‘European Minimum Wage DirecFve’ became 

a “milestone in EU social policymaking” following the agreement of June 7, 2022, 

“cemenFng the first ever EU legislaFon explicitly aimed at ensuring adequate minimum 

 Moody, Kim. 1997. Workers	 in	 a	 Lean	World:	Unions	 in	 the	 Interna3onal	 Economy. London and 36

New York: Verso

 Torsten Müller, Kurt Vandaele, Silvia Rainone (2020). ‘Fair minimum wages and collecFve 37

bargaining: a key to recovery’. In, N. Countouris, R. Jagodziński (eds.). Benchmarking	Working	Europe	

2020:	Covid-19	and	 the	world	of	work:	 the	 impact	of	 a	pandemic. Brussels: ETUI aisbl. pp.97-118. 
Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://www.etui.org/publicaFons/benchmarking-working-
europe-2020. 

 ibid.38
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wages and strengthening collecFve bargaining” by means of the normaFve benchmark of 

the double ‘decency threshold’ even if not in legally binding terms.   39

The EU’s ‘intervenFon’ in the economy in terms of policy and regulatory frameworks 

remains crucial because in the case of Malta, the European Union is the immediate and 

acFve context. Therein, the Pillar of Social Rights (2017) airacts aienFon. It includes key 

principles and rights to support fair and well-funcFoning labour markets and welfare 

systems. What needs to be carefully considered is the claim that because of changing 

condiFons – demographic and the green and digital transiFon – there is a need to 

“rethinking today’s social protecFon systems and labour markets.”  Unions need to be ever 40

present when such proposals are made so that ‘rethinking’ does not translate into 

conFnent-wide further suffering for the workers. The 7th principle addresses protecFon of 

workers in case of dismissals and the 8th the right of workers (or representaFves) to be 

informed and consulted in good Fme on maiers relevant to them, in parFcular on the 

transfer, restructuring and merger of undertakings and on collecFve redundancies.  41

 Vanhercke B., Sabato S. and Spasova S. (eds.) (2022) Social	policy	in	the	European	Union:	State	of	39

play	2022,	Policymaking	in	a	permacrisis, Brussels: ETUI and OSE, p.144. Retrieved March 22, 2023, 
from hips://www.etui.org/publicaFons/social-policy-european-union-state-play-2022. Also, S. 
Wixforth & L. Hochscheidt (2021). Minimum-wages	direc3ve:	 it’s	 legal (8th April). Retrieved March 
22, 2023, from hips://www.socialeurope.eu/minimum-wages-direcFve-its-legal. 
‘Double decency’ is a criterion to define an ‘adequate’ minimum wage: 60% of the median wage and 
50% of the average wage. Furthermore, Müller et al (2020), propose “a country-specific basket of 
goods and services, defined with the full involvement of trade unions and employers’ organisaFons” 
to be defined at European level and securing a decent standard of living (p.110).

 European Commission (2020). Annual	Sustainable	Growth	Strategy	2021. p.8. Retrieved 22/03/23, 40

hips://www.eesc.europa.eu/en/our-work/opinions-informaFon-reports/opinions/annual-
sustainable-growth-strategy-2021.

 An EU instrument on informing and consulFng workers is DirecFve 2002/14/EC of the Parliament 41

and of the Council of 11/03/2002. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-

content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:02002L0014-20151009. In the Communica3on	 from	the	Commission	 to	
the	 European	 Parliament,	 the	 Council,	 the	 European	 Economic	 and	 Social	 Commidee	 and	 the	
Commidee	 of	 the	 Regions	 regarding	 the	 EU	 Quality	 Framework	 for	 An3cipa3on	 of	 Change	 and	
Restructuring (2013), it is stated that the above and other direcFves “are generally relevant, 
effecFve, consistent and mutually reinforcing (and) have contributed to cushioning the shock of the 
recession and miFgaFng the negaFve social consequences of restructuring operaFons during the 
crisis”. SFll, small enterprises, public administraFons and seafarers are excluded; the low incidence of 
representaFve bodies and quality of their involvement (limited or formal consultaFon); their 
strategic influence; insufficient awareness of rights and obligaFons; compliance and law 
enforcement; private sector market power leading to wage drib (i.e., difference between actual and 
negoFated wage). The CommunicaFon was retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:52013DC0882&from=et.
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Part	Five:	Recommenda0ons.	

RecommendaFons elicited from Debono & Garzia (2022), along with other suggesFons 

developed from the Roundtable acFvity are integrated in the final secFon of this Report. 

They are classified into a number of secFons, namely, (a) General, (b) Workplace, (c) Work-

life balance, and (d) Worker demands from the Union. This classificaFon should not hide the 

inter-relaFons amongst these categories. 

a. General	recommenda0ons	

i.	Recogni0on.	

During the pandemic, it was clear how much carers are central and consequently if you 

don’t care for the carers, the system will break down. This is a sector with relaFvely 

underpaid workers who require interpersonal skills that are not adequately recognised or 

valued. This is meant to illustrate the experience of these and other equally disadvantaged 

groups who when they went back to ‘normal’, went back to marginalisaFon. RecogniFon 

that any worker, whatever the work modality, requires respect and full recogniFon must 

become central where it is sFll lacking, and be consolidated where it is only parFally 

recognised. This includes all disadvantaged groups including women, youth, persons with 

disabiliFes and atypical workers. 

ii.	From	job	reten0on	to	improvement.	

The idea of turning the clock back to some pre-pandemic ‘normal’ is of course illogical. What 

needs to be done is that from policies targeFng retenFon of work during the pandemic 

supporFng the worst hit categories, there is the need to plan for post-pandemic job stability 

or reallocaFon policies that are complemented by training opportuniFes and programmes 

with special aienFon and concern for the disadvantaged groups.  Providing improved work 42

condiFons and tailor-made support are recommended. 

iii.	Unionisa0on.	

 As a mulF-insFtuFonal report from the EU declared: “Rather than mark a departure from the pre-42

COVID-19 agenda, the Recovery and Resilience Facility should speed up acFon to address pre-exisFng 
challenges while avoiding any new setbacks linked to the crisis.” See,
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Union officers need to double up efforts to unionise persons from amongst the 

disadvantaged groups; if police and disciplined forces have been unionised, one parFcipant 

protested, why is it sFll possible that private sector employers bar, in different ways, workers 

from joining a union.  Indeed, while the public sector is heavily unionised, companies from 43

the private sector, except for a few cases, are relaFvely less unionised. 

iv.	Informed	par0cipa0on.	

ParFcipaFon, a leitmo3f in this project, has to do with language. If unionisaFon is a first step, 

union officials need to guarantee that collecFve agreements be wriien in a language 

comprehensible to those covered by the agreements. Maltese should not merely be used for 

an explanaFon accompanying the main text, as it is today. At the same Fme, for certain 

workers with difficulFes to cope with the specialised jargon, a ‘simplified’ version should also 

be made available. This is fundamental if one is concerned with informed parFcipaFon. 

v.	Inclusion		

Once parFcipaFon is considered profitable for workers, it will be less difficult to argue for 

inclusion principles. Following Fmes of heightened crisis, qualified further by ongoing crises 

and the rise of social inequality, an occurrence also caused by price hikes, it is recommended 

that inclusion should be strengthened. This has to do with workplace governance and 

ongoing implementaFon and enforcement of inclusion policies and mediaFon processes. 

Inclusion is central in ‘collecFve’ bargaining because one has to answer whether all workers 

have access to it, how much its realisaFon depends exclusively on employers’ willingness, 

and the regulaFon of capital-labour checks and balances.  

 Manwel Debono and Godfrey Baldacchino (2019) reflect on this referring back to an earlier text, G. 43

Baldacchino et al. Managing	people	 in	 	Malta,  Malta, Agenda 2003: “Private-sector workers who 
might need union protecFon most are not likely to be union members. Those on fixed-term 
contracts, casual workers, including many young people and women, foreigners, and many who are 
noFonally self-employed but depend on one contractor are largely non-unionised, some fearing that 
union membership may jeopardise their current or future employment. Furthermore, the younger 
generaFon, generally comprising well-educated workers, are driven by more individualisFc noFons of 
advancement and negoFaFon. They believe in merit-based progression and do not wish to have 
anyone allegedly push their interests on their behalf; nor do they wish to find their condiFons of 
employment collapsed within larger, general categories as may oben result from union involvement 
(Baldacchino et al, 2003). These cohorts are matched by strategic human resource management 
cadres that implicitly or explicitly dissuade workers from opFng for union membership as a soluFon 
to their work-based concerns.” Debono, M., & Baldacchino, G. (2019). Malta : moving away from 
confrontaFon. In T. Müller, K. Vandaele & J. Waddington (Eds.), Collec3ve	bargaining	in	Europe. pp. 
423-443. Brussels: ETUI. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://www.um.edu.mt/library/oar/
handle/123456789/45230.
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vi.	Workers’	interests.	

CollecFve agreements should not be overly concerned with prerogaFves and concerns of 

management or the owners of capital but are to cater for worker interests. Aber all, both 

sides of the agreement need to plan ahead. 

vii.	Solidarity.	

The shared hardships during the pandemic led to reflecFon on worker solidarity, made more 

emphaFc and criFcal in hard Fmes. However, this has become more difficult to realise today. 

As one worker pointed out, solidarity strikes are a thing of the past. Such strikes signified 

worker unity and solidarity across sectors.  

viii.	The	individual.	

Whilst the effort is ‘collecFve’, one cannot ignore the individual. Each and every individual 

union member should have a say in what affects him or her in terms of work experiences 

and Union response. 

ix.	Wages.	

Finally, one item that airacts major aienFon and the immediate interest of workers is the 

wage. Wages are already an indicaFon of the disFnct status of the worker from that of the 

employer in the capital-labour relaFon. The disFncFon signifies that making ends meet is a 

conFnuous challenge for wage-earners; when in the immediate post-pandemic period they 

were hit hard by price increases following the Ukraine-Russia conflict and inflaFon spikes, it 

became criFcal. COLA benefits became a necessary requirement, but it was difficult to 

suggest whether this would suffice for workers and their families especially with a situaFon 

in flux. The integraFon of income support schemes into wage structures to block wage 

increases, are ulFmately counterproducFve for workers. A hundred short-term schemes that 

patch up an ongoing crisis form a reacFon paiern but not a structured framework that 

protects the workers in the medium or long term. To achieve that, collecFve bargaining and 

fair minimum wages that allow workers to make ends meet, given the character (rendered 

obnoxious) of other and relaFvely beier alternaFves for workers, are the soluFon. Cynical 

tricks such as deducFng uniform and breakage costs, or bonuses, from the minimum wage 

should not be allowed. It is the same with similar aiempts for COLA handouts to serve as 

wage increase subsFtutes. One case of a unilateral decision using an agreement and the 
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bonus to divide workers and reduce the income of one side was narrated by a private sector 

worker: 

“Extra bonus … Christmas they cut it as well. They stopped paying it seven years ago. Man is 

‘give and take’. He works more. Today, he becomes, ‘I don’t care’. They took our bonus? We’ll 

take them sick. … they said the company is not doing well, they said. In fact, the office 

employees who are not part of the agreement, they take it. They are not in the agreement. 

… we checked because we are one amongst other branches. Other workers take it.” 

In direct reference to collecFve bargaining and its relaFon to minimum wages, we point 

toward the best pracFce promoFon in the latest ETUI and ETUC	 Report	 Benchmarking	

Working	Europe	2023.  We quote extensively: 44

“There is ample evidence showing that high collecFve bargaining coverage goes hand in 

hand with lower levels of wage inequality and higher overall wage levels (OECD 2019). The 

laier not only directly support low-wage earners, but also help to ensure a sufficiently high 

median wage, which in turn can serve as a benchmark for adequate minimum wages.”   45

The link between minimum wages and generalised worker well-being is confirmed. Cross-

sectoral collecFve bargaining is “the key measure” to achieve this and ensure a higher 

collecFve bargaining coverage with mulF- not single-employer parFcipants. Where this 

occurs, success is measured in terms of legal extension mechanisms that ensure sectoral 

agreements apply to companies that did not sign the agreement or are not affiliated to the 

employers’ associaFon signatory to the agreement; and erga	omnes pracFces at company 

level that extend agreements to all company workers even if not unionised. This rebuffs the 

post 2008/2009 decentralisaFon of bargaining and the suspension or curtailment of legal 

extension mechanisms.  

The EU can enforce iniFaFves in its country specific recommendaFons. Considering that 

“wage-seyng is a naFonal competence” and the EU ``does not have the power under its 

TreaFes to set an absolute EU-wide minimum wage level”, it sFll can “legally oblige Member 

States to ensure decent pay” (Muller et al, 2020, p.116). Learning from the history books 

and the legal ‘logic’ of the 2007 Laval case, in which the European Court of JusFce prioriFsed 

economic freedoms over social rights, any DirecFve should include a ‘social progress’ clause 

 Countouris N., Piasna A. & Theodoropoulou S. (eds.) (2023). Benchmarking	Working	Europe	2023, 44

ETUI and ETUC.

 Ibid. p.91.45
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that prevents this and other courts to rule against trade unions to take industrial acFon and 

protect collecFve bargaining and social rights. 

Malta, along with other nineteen member-states with collecFve bargaining coverage below 

80%, is called to adopt this good pracFce as suggested by the European Minimum Wage 

DirecFve but this means moving away from firm-based to sectoral collecFve bargaining 

because the laier is “the primary tool for seyng the terms and condiFons of the 

employment relaFonship” (ibid.).  

This conFnental scale iniFaFve may falter because it depends on efforts on the naFonal 

scale. Notwithstanding, following the 2017 NaFonal Agreement on Minimum Wage signed 

by the Government, the OpposiFon and Social Partners at the MCESD, a Low Wage 

Commission has been set up in 2023 to determine minimum wage revisions.  

b. Workplace	recommenda0ons.	

		

i.	Improvement	of	organisa0onal	communica0on.	

The research indicated a considerable need for improvement in organisaFonal 

communicaFon. Thus, for example, when workers returned back to ‘normal’, they were ill-

prepared or not prepared at all. All equipment transferred home during lockdown was to be 

brought back the day following the announcement. In other words, it was a hurried return 

to business as usual. Beyond transiFoning, Debono & Garzia (2022)’s report recommended 

against the improper use of communicaFon by management in their relaFon to home-based 

workers which “results in decreased efficiency, blurred boundaries between work and 

private life, and stress.” Instead, “management and workers need more training on the use 

of organisaFonal communicaFon, including the proper use of different channels of 

communicaFon, managing online meeFngs, maintaining work relaFons, the right to 

disconnect and so on. Due to their lack of experience, young persons are among those who 

would benefit considerably from such training” (ibid.). Policies are needed accompanied by 

more training on the use of organisaFonal communicaFon.  
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ii.	Role	of	management	

● In the public sector, it was oben repeated by the parFcipants, the ‘distance’ between 

management and workers (manual and clerical) needs to be shortened as it is sFll 

exaggerated. 

● In all sectors, unions are called to gain the commitment of management to enable 

unions to organise regular informaFon-sharing meeFngs with workers on employers’ 

premises. 

● Unions are to organise regular meeFngs with management to idenFfy and solve 

novel and emerging problems and develop long term plans (including conFngency 

plans for potenFal future catastrophic events). 

● Workers pointed out the need to opFmise management memos (e.g. shorter, more 

airacFve, beier targeted). 

iii.	Workload	distribu0on	

Beier management of workloads and working hours: whilst one public sector department 

provided all material requirements during the pandemic, work distribuFon was a 

‘punishment’: a normal 6-people team doing 03.00 to 15.00 hrs shibs was transformed into 

a 3-people ou`it doing the same shib. However, a dayFme full workload could only be 

finished during daylight notwithstanding the number of workers available. Many were calling 

in sick.  

Another case was that of different shib workloads in the public service. This was not 

considered fair: whilst, as one parFcipant witnessed, some workers at a joint private-public 

venture company, worked Fll 03.15 on Wednesdays and Fll 11.15 on Saturdays, others 

worked Fll 3.15 daily. Furthermore, whereas before, some of these new organisaFonal set-

ups taking up the roles previously performed by former government departments were 

closed on Wednesdays, they were now opening up for customers on the day. This has 

increased tensions at work and measures should target these before they give rise to 

unnecessary fricFon amongst workers.  
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Leave and overFme remain tension-increasing concerns. As menFoned earlier, in spite of 

quaranFne sick leave condiFons and lack of available workers, services were secured. 

OverFme was also secured but its need has to be qualified with the consideraFon that 

certain wages presently render overFme a necessity. In one centre of the public service, the 

issue of not knowing when overFme would be paid, was raised. For those asking for leave, 

this was difficult to get. 

c. Work-life	balance	recommenda0ons	

i.	Introduc0on	

Experiences during the pandemic confirmed how personal and work-related experiences 

need to be balanced. Working for the realisaFon of blended work consisFng of working at 

least partly from home has become a more broadly supported policy. Work-life balance 

discussions concentrate on the potenFal effecFveness of teleworking in Malta.  This varies 46

and depends on a number of condiFons: organisaFonal structure, managerial aytudes and 

skills, professionalism of workers, an enabling environment and trust. Without awareness 

from employers and management, there will hardly be any progress. PromoFng blended 

work appears to be more realisFc.  

The needs of mothers in this case appear to airact more aienFon. The GWU has already 

protested against the absence of a “legislaFve framework to cover remote hubs”, and that 

the Telework NaFonal Standard Order. S.L. 452.104 “is very basic” and needs updaFng along 

with “new legislaFon to cover remote working to cater for the new world of work” 

accompanied by “separate legislaFon for the right to disconnect” covering work-life 

balance.  47

 DirecFve (EU) 2019/1158 - European Parliament and the Council (20/06/2019) on work-life 46

balance for parents and carers repealing Council DirecFve 2010/18/EU. Retrieved March 22, 2023, 
from hips://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex%3A32019L1158#PP4Contents. See 
also hips://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=1311&langId=en.

 Telework NaFonal Standard Order. Legal NoFce 312 of 2008. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from 47

hips://legislaFon.mt/eli/sl/452.104/eng/pdf. Quotes from GWU (2023). See also DIER’s webpage, 
hips://dier.gov.mt/en/Employment-CondiFons/Hours%20of%20Work/Pages/Telework.aspx.
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ii.	Work	performance	and	its	evalua0on	(RecommendaFons from Debono & Garzia [2022]) 

● Promote ICT infrastructure, procedures and targets to ensure working hours used 

effecFvely. 

● Develop more effecFve ways of measuring performance when WFH. 

● Focus more on task-based than on Fme-based work evaluaFon. 

● Promote definite contracts on WFH, renewable every six months or annually. 

● Focus more on workers’ needs during organisaFonal change. 

● Manage beier workers who abuse the system of WFH on an individual basis. 

● Agree on a level of flexibility of working hours when WFH. 

● Remunerate workers if asked to do work aber working hours. 

● Accept that not everyone would like to work from home. 

● Tackle emerging challenges of workers who conFnue working from the office. 

iii.	Awareness,	educa0on	and	training	

● Educate workers on their rights and obligaFons when WFH. 

● Educate workers on asserFng their right to disconnect from work. 

● Educate management not to disturb workers beyond their working hours. 

● Increase awareness of management re- uFlity of empowering workers when WFH. 

● Teach Fme management skills to management and workers (especially those WFH). 

● Train for greater flexibility within working groups and with individual workers. 

● Train educators to teach school children important future-oriented work-related 

skills. 

iv.	Workers’	mental	wellbeing		

Support for workers' mental wellbeing needs to be followed up. Union members narrated 

stories of negaFve side effects characterised as asocial “loneliness, fear, learned 

helplessness, and apathy” (Garzia & Debono, 2022) illustrated by certain situaFons where 

workers spent days in pyjamas and suffered from overeaFng whilst sFll carrying on with 

work. The effects were clearer on the more vulnerable sectors. It is recommended that 
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companies offer access to psychological support. On individual members’ mental health and 

physical wellbeing, specific recommendaFons elicited from the Debono & Garzia Report 

(2022) included:	

● Organise regular talks with workers and encourage parFcipaFon. 

● Create awareness of mental health and the different types of employee 

support offered by specialised insFtuFons. 

● Train management (including team leaders) in sensiFvity and interpersonal 

skills. 

● Training workers in coping skills (e.g. how to control emoFons). 

● Include mental health consideraFons in health and safety pracFces at work. 

● Replicate examples of good pracFces already being implemented by some 

companies. 

● Appoint champions (trained in mental health first aid) at the workplace to 

serve as a reference point for mental health-difficulFes. 

● Unions provide a newsleier service for their members, possibly in 

collaboraFon with specialised NGOs, to promote health at the workplace 

(Could include topics such as: anger management, parental skills, physical and 

mental wellbeing etc, coping with technology addicFon etc). 

v.	Workers’	physical	wellbeing	

● Create awareness about healthy eaFng through different iniFaFves such as 

talks by nutriFonists and organising ‘salad days’. 

● Also, create awareness about Subsidiary	 legisla3on	 452.87	 (Malta):	

Organisa3on	of	working	3me	regula3ons (5/4/2004).   48

● Train workers in Fme management skills/ self-discipline. 

● Include physical acFviFes in team-building events.  

● Create regular sports events that might appeal to different workers, including 

inter-departmental sports tournaments. 

 Retrieved March 22, 2023 from hips://legislaFon.mt/eli/sl/452.87/eng.48
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● Set up gyms at the workplace or subsidise gym subscripFons or membership 

in sports organisaFons. 

● Set up showers at the place of work (e.g. to encourage walking or cycling to 

work). 

● Organise walking groups. 

● Encourage small changes such as promoFng the use of stairs rather than libs 

and encouraging workers to set regular alarms throughout the day as a 

reminder to stretch for a few minutes. 

d. Worker	demands	from	the	union.	

	 	

i.	Educa0on.	

EducaFon and training are especially called for disadvantaged groups who require support to 

access the job market (addressing labour market segmentaFon, strengthening acFve labour 

market policies) as well as secure a presence in high-quality educaFon (increasing inclusion) 

since socio-economic background is the major determinant of children and young people’s 

educaFonal outcome. Female and lower-skilled workers, the hardest-hit groups in this 

scenario, require incenFves to balance “work and family care responsibiliFes; beier access 

to health care, childcare, and family planning; and expanded support for small businesses 

and the self-employed.”  It is however a complex scenario of work experiences interfering 49

in family ones, and vice versa; this needs beier focus both in terms of necessary macro 

insFtuFonal reforms and micro family dynamics.  50

 Chen, W. (2020). ‘Online job posFng analysis shows the extent of the pandemic's damage, 49

especially to women and youth’ in, IMF (2020). Finance	&	development. Dec. 2020.  Retrieved March 
22, 2023, from hips://econintersect.com/pages/contributors/contributor.php/post/202103060524. 
This is different from the conclusions reported by the research in Phase One of this project on the 
situaFon of women during the pandemic.

 See, Ruppanner, L., & Huffman, M. L. (2014). Blurred Boundaries: Gender and Work–Family 50

Interference in Cross-NaFonal Context. Work	and	Occupa3ons, 41(2), 210–236. Retrieved March 22, 
2023, from hips://doi-org.ejournals.um.edu.mt/10.1177/0730888413500679. Also, F. McGinnity 
(2021). Work-life	 conflict	 in	 Europe, March 26, 2021. Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://
www.socialeurope.eu/work-life-conflict-in-europe.
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EducaFon and training were called for in terms of: 

● Data protecFon: More informaFon on data protecFon in the workplace (e.g., security 

officer working a 14.00 to 07.00 hrs shib is covered by security cameras and personal 

calls are recorded).  

● CondiFons of work: Those working for private contractors are not told about 

condiFons of work or contractual rights and responsibiliFes. 

● Shop stewards informed: More informaFon on laws and regulaFons to assist workers 

without the need to phone Union HQ all the Fme and they can, in certain 

circumstances, decide on the spot. This increases the professionality of the union 

which requires informed members, and this consequently means more training. 

ii.	Union	site	visits.	

GWU representaFves find more Fme to go round the secFons, aiend funcFons. It is clear 

this funcFon cannot be leb exclusively to union officials because it is concretely impossible 

for these, alone, to regularly visit the innumerable enFFes and branches. 

iii.	Shop	stewards.	

● Strengthen shop stewards’ role since they are beier placed to communicate with 

workers, know more about technical aspects of collecFve agreements, and are aware 

of new recruits. 

● Train and empower shop stewards. 

● Keep shop stewards in the loop about all union decisions re- work organisaFon. 

● Increase the visibility of shop stewards in work organisaFons. 

● Educate union members to reach out to shop stewards as their first union contact 

when required. 

iv.	Mul0cultural	union. 

Debono & Garzia (2022) recommendaFons on intercultural relaFons affecFng shop stewards 

and union membership.  
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General recommendaFons: 

● Provide shop stewards with special leave to be used to teach foreign workers about 

their rights, the role of unions, and to encourage union membership.  

● Dedicate more resources to increasing union membership of foreigners. 

● Unions to employ specialised workers to develop and implement a strategy to assist 

in foreign worker recruitment. These could visit workplaces and make contact with 

communiFes of foreigners in Malta among others. 

● Approach leaders of foreigners at the workplace and in the community to encourage 

other foreigners to join (Foreigners are more likely to trust their leaders than the 

Maltese). 

● Facilitate union membership of those foreign workers who may find membership fee 

too expensive (e.g. government may be encouraged to subsidise membership fees of 

such workers). 

● Novel ways need to be experimented in order to communicate with these categories 

including social media 

● EducaFon: To work at improving relaFons with workers not members of the Union. 

Amongst others, Bolt and other gig workers who, it was claimed, are exploited at 

work; these should know about and protect their rights in Malta. Skills and 

awareness required: 

- All workers to have at least a basic knowledge of English or Maltese. 

- SensiFse employers about the need for all workers to speak English or Maltese. 

- To reduce abuse, train foreigners about Maltese laws and working condiFons.  

- Increase awareness about the exisFng unions’ training opportuniFes. 

- SensiFse management to treat foreigners humanely. 

● Laws, regulaFons and their enforcement 

- Set up a taskforce composed of government, unions and employers’ representaFves 

to evaluate exisFng laws that negaFvely affect foreign workers and recommend 

improvements. 
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- Put pressure on legislator to improve the impact of laws on foreign workers. 

- Ensure that the law protects foreign workers who are whistle-blowers. 

- Put pressure on the government to improve working condiFons in public sector 

contracts. 

- Strengthen the enforcement of working condiFons. Also focus on bogus self-

employment. 
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Appendix	

Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons for the NaFonal Recovery and Resilience Plan (NRRP) 

“Recovery and resilience plan for Malta”. 

The programme. 

Stages	of	Phase	One:	

1. PreparaFon of methodology (March 2022) 

2. Data collecFon (March – May 2022) 

3. Focus Group MeeFng with 15 parFcipants (April 2022), moderated by external expert. 

4. PreparaFon of the Report ‘COVID-19 Impact on Employment CondiFons for Women, 

PWDs, Youth and Atypical Workers’ (June 2022). 

5. Two Face-to-Face NaFonal Training sessions on collecFve bargaining and social Dialogue 

facilitated by the external expert (November 2022). 

Stages	of	Phase	Two.	

The main acFvity was the Cross-sectoral AcFvity 6 ETUC Roundtable (18th November 2022). 

What follow are details in relaFon to the organisaFon and realisaFon of the Roundtable for 

elaboraFon of the Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons for the NaFonal Recovery and 

Resilience Plan (NRRP) – ‘Recovery and resilience plan for Malta’.  

Contents 

1. Agenda		

2. Content		

3. Organisa3on	and	Modera3on	

4. Minutes			
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1. The agenda. 

a. Main meeFng objecFve 

The meeFng was set, as anFcipated above, to garner and appraise trade union parFcipants’ 

input and feedback on the impact of COVID-19 on collecFve bargaining and social dialogue 

and its effects with emphasis on youth, atypical workers and women’s employment. The 

meeFng contents cross-referred to content of an earlier report from Phase One of the same 

ETUC Project prepared by Dr. Manwel Debono and Ms. ChrisFne Garzia.  51

b. ParFcipants  

ParFcipants hailed from different sectors. This assisted in the elaboraFon of a cross-sectoral 

perspecFve when developing drab recommendaFons on how to deal with the newly 

emerging challenges. 

2. Content  

The objecFve was to tease out examples of best pracFces and cross-sectoral 

recommendaFons in dealing with the negaFve effects COVID-19 had on the world of work, 

specifically, 

a. idenFfying and developing skills for social dialogue especially in terms of 

problems and soluFons; relaFons between unions and employers; prejudice; co-

decision-making and how it affects workers 

b. given the empirical data gathered (see following brief synopsis), construcFng an 

atmosphere enhancing collecFve bargaining. 

 Debono & Garzia (2022).51
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The parFcipants presented their personal observaFons but also those of the union members 

they represented in their specific sectors. They recalled the workplace atmosphere that was 

created by Covid-19 and how awareness about and focus on the human factor was a 

principal factor that was kept in mind at the Fme in order to make sense of the atmosphere.  

Secondly, as a consequence of the previous point, although the economic factors (wage 

nexus; working condiFons; etc.) remained the principal concerns to be addressed in 

collecFve bargaining, the ‘lessons’ learnt about collecFve bargaining and social	 dialogue 

arose from reflecFng on events that affected the union representaFves and wage-earner 

members of the workforce in terms of basic social relaFons in the workplace but also 

reflecFng on them as members of civil society. Those experiences needed to filter into the 

collecFve bargaining discussion. 

Finally, those worker sectors hit relaFvely worse during this crisis - women, persons with 

funcFonal disabiliFes, youth, and atypical workers - required even more aienFon. To 

illustrate, a return back to normality heralded by many as progress, meant for such workers, 

returning to a subordinate status. Even worse, aber the criFcal emergency of Covid-19 along 

with the rest of the workforce, they had to face a fresh emergency characterised by the rise 

in the cost of living (basic products and services) caused by the start of the Russia-Ukraine 

conflict. It was however the structural argument that bore the brunt on these categories 

rendering them inevitably the worst off when this or other crises hit the labour market as an 

IMF Report illustrates:  “Many of the more impacted sectors - oben with fewer jobs 

amenable to remote work - tend to employ higher shares of youth, women, and the lower-

skilled, contribuFng to the unequal effects across worker groups.”  The repercussion of 52

structural subordinaFon is also experienced at the micro scale: with shib workers considered 

atypical, one situaFon that underlies this less privileged status is the maier raised by a 

Mater Dei worker who described how, when a public holiday falls on a Wednesday, regular 

workers take the holiday but not the shib workers who are off on the day. 

 As with other disadvantaged groups, the lower-skilled were expected to experience a ‘triple 52

whammy’, i.e., “they are more likely to be employed in sectors more negaFvely impacted by the 
pandemic; are more likely to become unemployed in downturns; and, those who are able to find a 
new job, are more likely to need to switch occupaFons and suffer an earnings fall.” John Bluedorn, 
Working	 Out	 the	 Differences:	 Labor	 Policies	 for	 a	 Fairer	 Recovery (March 31, 2021). IMF Blog. 
Retrieved March 22, 2023, from hips://www.imf.org/en/Blogs/ArFcles/2021/03/31/blog-working-
out-the-differences-labor-policies-for-a-fairer-recovery.
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3. OrganisaFon and moderaFon 

a. Pre-meeFng organisaFon and parFcipant recruitment: Kendrick Bonello. 

b. MeeFng moderaFon and management of agenda tasks: Joe Gravina. 

4. Minutes  

a. IntroducFon of the main objecFve of the meeFng (see no.2 above) and brief 

explanaFon of slide presentaFon (00.00-00.30) 

b. Open discussion on specific quesFons discussed (Problems and soluFons; unions 

and employers; prejudice; co-decision-making and how it affects workers; success 

stories? European scenario) (00.30 – 02.30) 

c. Conclusion with tentaFve suggesFons and recommendaFons by parFcipants on 

the way forward for the elaboraFon of the  Cross-sectoral RecommendaFons for 

the NaFonal Recovery and Resilience Plan (NRRP) – ‘Recovery and resilience plan 

for Malta’ (02.30 – 03.00)  
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